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ABSTRACT 
Jacobi's triple product identity is shown to be equivalent to the vanishing of a finite 
sum. The vanishing of the sum is then established independently of Jacobi's identity, 
and the behavior of a related finite sum is discussed. Finally, the possibility of general- 
izing Jacobi's identity to include variables with non-quadratic exponents i examined; 
no decisive result is obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1] Andrews deduces the triple product identity 
f i  { (1 -  xZ~+2)(1 + s2n+12)(1-~- x2n+lz-1)} ~ ~ xn2z n (1) 
n=0 n --"--~ 
from formulae (El) and (E2), the latter being equivalent o 
(1 -JU X2k+Iz )  -1  = 1 + (x2; x2), (2) 
k=0 n=I  
where (a; q), -~ (1 -- a)(1 -- aq) ... (1 -- aq"-l). Here, by means of (2), 
we shall expand the quotient of the infinite sum on the right of (1) into a 
Laurent series in z. Denote the coefficient of z b in this expansion by Ab(x). 
One naturally expects that Ao(x) will be the first product of (1), and that 
Ab(x) = 0 for b :/= 0. The main purpose of this paper is to prove the 
latter fact without using (1). Note that all series involved here are 
absolutely convergent, provided Ix]  < 1 and I x!  < T z[ < ] x 1-1. 
In Section 2 the coefficients Ab(x) are calculated, and in Section 3 
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their behavior is established without using (1) by showing that a certain 
finite sum vanishes. A related finite sum of more complex behavior is 
discussed in Section 4. Finally, the possibility of generalizing Jacobi's 
identity to include variables with non-quadratic exponents i  examined 
in Section 5. 
For some other recent proofs of the Jacobi identity see [4] and [5]. 
2. EXPANSION OF THE QUOTIENT 
Professor G. E. Andrews has kindly provided the author with proofs of 
x2n+j 
Z,(x) ~ ~ (X2; X2)n(X2; X2)n+j = (X2; X2)~o 2 ~ (--1)nX (2n+lH+n(n+l) (3) 
n=0 n=0. 
for non-negative integers j; e.g., let ~ = 0, r = q = x 2, y = x ~j+2, and/3 ~ 0 
in (I1) of his paper [2]. Expanding the quotient by means of(2), we find that 
Ab(X ) = ~,, (--1)JX(J+b)'Hj(x)"2i- ~ (--1)J+IxH+I-b)'Hj+I(X) (4) 
j=0 j=0 
Thus, by means of (3), we see that the coefficient of x ~ in (x2; x2)~ Ab(x) 
is the finite sum 
~'( - -  1) m + ~ ~'( - -  1)~+m + ~ ~"  ( _  1) j+~ (5) 
where the primes indicate that the sums are over m ~ 0, j ~ 1, with the 
constraints b 2 --k m(m + 1) = N, (j + b) ~ + (2m + 1)j + m(m + 1) = N, 
and (j -- b) 2 + (2m + l ) j  + m(m + 1) = N, respectively. Ao(x) ----- (x2; xZ)o~ 
is easily seen to follow from an identity of Jacobi [3, p. 285, theorem 357]. 
3. VANISHING OF THE FINITE SUM 
Let u = m + j and define the u-parity of a lattice point (u, j) in the uj 
plane to be (-- 1) ~. Then, for b :7~ 0, the double sums in (5) give the sum of 
the u-parities of all lattice points lying both in the wedge W1 defined by 
j ~ 1, u ~ j, and also on one of the parabolas P+(u), P-(u) defined by 
u(u + 1) dz2b j :N - -b  2. 
Note that these parabolas intersect the positive u-axis at the same point p. 
Let W2 be the wedge defined by u ~> IJ 1. Trivial considerations of 
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symmetry then allow us to write (5) as one-half the sum of the u-parities of 
all lattice points in the wedge W 2 which lie on P+ or P- ;  i fp  is a lattice 
point it is counted twice. Thus, to show (5) vanishes, it suffices (again by 
considerations of symmetry) to show that the u-parity sum over P+ 
vanishes. 
First, assume N .>/b 2. Let [ua] denote the greatest integer in u~, but 
let [Ul, u2] denote the closed interval from u~ to u2 9 As u increases, the 
parabola P+ enters I4/2 at the point (ua, J0, and exits at (us, J2), where 
u 1 = - -b  q- {-- 1 ~- ~/(1 -+- 4(N + b))}/2 
and (6) 
u2 = b + {--1 -t- ~/(1 + 4(N -- b))}/2. 
Thus we need to show that the set U of integers u ~ [u~, u2] such that 
u(u+ 1) - - - -N - -b  2mod2b 
contains an equal number of odd and even integers. It follows from (6) 
and N ~b 2 that u2- -u l  ~ 2b- -1 ,  so [ul,u2] contains either 
2b-  1 or 2b integers. Clearly there is at most one integer i such that 
u 2 -b  < i<u i+b.  If  i does not exist, [u2] ~u l§  1, and 
[ul, u2] contains 2b integers. I f  i does exist, [u2] < ui § 2b -- l, so 
[Ua, u2] contains 2b -- 1 integers, i -- b = [Ul] being the largest integer 
strictly to the left of this interval, and i + b = [u2] § 1 being the smallest 
to the right of it. But u2 -- b < i < u 1 + b implies 
i2 + i - -b  < N < i2 - J - i+b ,  
so neither [Ux] nor [u2] + 1 can be in U. Hence in the definition of U we 
may replace [ul, u2] by either [Ul --  1, u2] or [ul, u2 + 1], forcing [ul, u2] 
to contain exactly 2b integers. Next, u --  u' mod 2b implies 
u(u q- 1) ~ u'(u' q- l) mod 2b, (7) 
and the function cr defined by 
or(u) = 2b -- 1 --  u (8) 
maps the integers modulo 2b onto themselves in such a way that parity 
is reversed. Now (7) holds if u' is replaced by or(u), so U is mapped onto 
itself by o and hence contains an equal number of odd and even integers. 
This proves the vanishing of (5) for N ~ b 2 > 0. 
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For N < b s the points of entry and exit are (ul , J0 and (us ,j~), where 
u 1 = b + {--1 -- V'(1 q- 4 (N-  b)))/2 
and (9) 
2b -- u2 -- 1 = Ul, 
so clearly [ul, u~] contains fewer than 2b integers. However, by (9), as N 
decreases from b 2 the interval [u~, u~] successively oses the pairs of lattice 
points 0, 2b -- 1; 1, 2b -- 2; 2, 2b -- 3; .... Since the elements of each pair 
are mapped onto each other by (8), the finite sum must also vanish in this 
case. 
4. A RELATED FINITE SUM 
The behavior of a sum fdN)  somewhat similar to (5) will now be 
examined; however, the author has not been able to connect it with a 
q-identity. Here ~ shall denote congruence modulo 2b, and, if I is a set 
of numbers, r(I) shall denote the set of residue classes of the integers of 1 
modulo 2b. The same letters are used to denote elements of ! and r(I); 
no confusion results. 
THEOREM. For positive integers b, N, and a root of unity o~, let 
A(N; w) = A(N) = ~" w" 
Iv 
where W is the wedge defined by j >~ 1, u >~ j, and the prime indicates that 
u andj are subject o the constraint us i b(2j -- 1) : N. Then, for a fixed 
b >/4 and N sufficiently large, 
and 
A(N+2b)  =A(N)  ~f wsb= 1, (10) 
fb(N + b) = --fb(N) if  co b = -- 1 and b is odd. (11) 
PROOF: fb(N) is a sum over the lattice points of W which lie on one 
of the parabolas P+(u), P-(u) (using an obvious notation). For N /> b -F- 1 
define closed intervals Ix(N), 12(N) by 
Ix(N) = [a/(N + b), b + V'(N + b z -- b)] 
and 
Is(N ) ---- [--b + x/(N + b ~ + b), x/(N -- b)]. 
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Then P+(u), P-(u) lies in W if and only if u e 11 , 12, respectively. The sum 
defining.f~(N) extends over those u E r(I1 w Is) such that 
u 2 ---- N -  b. (12) 
Call a u satisfying (12) N-essential. In general, if AI(N ) - -A1  and 
A2(M) ~-A2 are sets of numbers, call a mapping a: r(AO--+r(A2) 
trivially good if it is one-to-one and onto, and good if it can be made so by 
adjoining or removing elements from r(AO, r(A2) which are not 
N, M-essential, respectively. Set 
Zi(N) = r(Ii(N)), i = 1, 2, Z(N)  = ZI(N ) u Zs(N), 
and define mappings cr I : Z(N) -+ Z(N + 2b), a s : Z(N) --+ Z(N  ~.- b) by 
,~i(x) -= x + (i - 1)b. (13) 
Since al maps N-essential points to N + 2b-essential points, and for b 
odd a2 maps N-essential points to N § b-essential points, (10) and (11) 
are equivalent, respectively, to "a~ is good" and "a2 is good" for N- 
sufficiently large. 
For non-negative integers h,k let t = bh + k and define closed 
intervals Ji(h, k; b) = Ji = [~ , fli] and Kj(h, k; b) = Kj for i = 1 ..... 5 
and j=  1 ,2by  
J l -~ [t 2 -b , t  s -b ] ,  
J2 = [t2 -- b + 1, t2 -t - b - 1], 
Y3 :  [ t2+b, ( t -k  1) 2 -b  2 -b] ,  
- /4= [ ( t+ l )  2 -b  2 -b§247 s -b  2+b-  1], 
J s :  [ ( t+ l )  2 -b  2 -kb , ( t+ 1) s -b -  1], 
KI : [t,t § b], 
/s [ t+  1 - -b , t - -  1]; 
let d~ be empty if a~ >/3~. Since J~(h, b; b) = J~(h + 1, 0; b), there is an 
No(b) such that every N > No(b) lies in precisely one of these intervals 
with 0 ~< k ~< b -- 1. Define Sj(h, k; b) = S i = r(Kj) , j  = I, 2; then for 
N ~ J , ,  N > No(b), and b > 2, the following is easily verified: 
i Zx(N) Z~(N) 
1 S 1 $2 
2 S 1 -- {t) " 
3 " S~ w {t} 
4 " S2(h, k + 1; b) 
5 Si(h, k + I; b) " 
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The theorem is now proved by considering separately each of the cases 
NeJe ,  i ----- 1,..., 5. The details are given here only for (10) with NEJ  3 
and (I 1) with N ~ Js .  The remaining cases are no more difficult. 
I f  NE Ja  and N4-2b~J3 ,ch  is trivially good. I f  N4-2bE J4 ,  
Z (N  + 2b) ----- Z(N)  -- {u} with u = t 4- 1 -- b. But 
N=(t+ l )  s -b  ~-3b4-c  
for some integer c, 1 ~<c ~<2b- -1 ,  so u is not N4-2b-essent ia l .  
cq is good now follows by adjoining u to Z(N4-  2b). Finally, if 
N + 2b ~ ,15, Z (N) -  {u~} = Z(N + 2b) -  {us} with u~ ~ u 2 , so c h is 
trivially good. 
I f  N~Js  and N4-b~,12, Z(N)=Z(N+b)-~ (S lkgS2)- -{t}.  ~ 
can be made one-to-one and onto by removing the u~ ~ Z(N)  and 
us eZ(N§  b) such that us 4- b ~---t and us- -b  =-t, respectively. 
Write N = t 2 --  b 4- c, 1 ~< c ~< 2b -- 1. Then it follows easily that us is 
not N § b-essential, while ua is N-essential only if b = c. But N + b e J~, 
so b =~ c. Hence ors is good. Finally, i fN  4- b ~ Js,  Z(N) = Z(N  4- b) -- {t}. 
t is not N-essential, so adjoining it to Z(N)  shows that es is good. 
REMARK. The proof  is actually valid for N > b4/4. b ~> 4 is used to 
show N 4- b, N 4- 2b ~ Js(h, k -4- 1 ; b) when N ~ J4. 
5. NONQUADRATIC EXPONENTS 
The procedure of  Section 2 will now be applied to the sum on the 
right of  (15). Let n(i) = (n + 1) i - -  n i, 
I-[ (e l ,  Y2, Ya, Y4) : f i  {1 -L_ ,,n(1),,n12)l,~(3),,r~(4)~ (14) / J1  J2  J3 Y4 ~ 
and define Q by 
Q(Yl , Yz , Ys , Y,) I I  (yl  , y2 , ya , y4) 1--[ (yfa, yz , y~l, y4) 
= Yl"Ys Ya Ya 9 (15) 
n~- - -oo  
Then a short calculation shows that 
Q(ya , ys,  ya,  y,) = Q(yayzSyaSy, ', ysyzay46, yay, 4, 74). (16) 
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A more tedious calculation shows that the expansion of Q into a formal  
Laurent series is 
co 
Q = ~ L,~(y2,ya, Ya) Yl '~ 
n=--00 
--i 3 --1 3 5 -1 5 . . . .  4-Yl [Y~Ys I4 (1 - -  -G 1~ Ys Y4 ) + Y2 Ya Y4 (1 -18 *o Y3 >4 ) 4- ""] 
6 80 4- [1 -- y22y4 z -- y ,y 4 + Y2 (Y, -- Y46) 4- ""] 
4- yi[yaayay4a(1 --  Ya6y412) 4- Y2 ~YaY4~(1 __ ylS.a y460) 4 -  .. .] 4 -  . . .  
and it follows that 
(17) 
L~(Y2 Yz , Y4) : v2nva%'4nL ( v 1, zv ~ a,, v 4 Y4) 
-'2 -'3 "*4 ~-"  2~'3 "4  ~ -'3,,'4 ' 
is false in general, although it can be obtained formally from (16) and (17) 
by equating coefficients of yl n. This is not a paradox; as the referee has 
kindly pointed out, the Laurent series for the left side of  (16) can clearly 
be analytic only for 
lY2Y~xY~ i < [Yl T < ]YzYaY41 -~ 
while the series for the right-hand side can be analytic only for 
l y2ya2y43 ] < [yty22yaay4, < ]y2ya4y]l [-1, 
i.e., 
[ Y2YaY4 1-1 "< l Yx i < [ YzzY87Y145 1-1. 
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